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INTRODUCTION 

At the end of 1985 <n the Federal Republic of Germany 19 nuclear power 
plants with 17213 MW have been In operation. I he nuclear electricity 
production in 198S reached 176 Mrd fcWh (twice as much as in 1983), which 
was 31 X of the total electricity production in that ymar. The mean 
availability reached 7900 hours (88.3 X). 

The overall situation in l*C of nuclear power plants in the Federal 
Republic of Germany can be characterized by three aspects. 

a) The improvement of man-machine communication by introducing integral 
information concepts for the control room by means of VDUs. 

b) Along with a) new data acquisition systems based upon process 
computers which facilitate the integration of operator aids like alarm 
analyses, disturbance analyses, post-mortem analyses, etc. 

c) The penetration of programmable processors into limitation systems in 
order to provide soft setback measures. 

d) 'ne transition to I AC systems making use of the new generation of 
electronic components. 

The most important step towards advanced control rooms was the development 
of the Process Information System (PRINS) by KWU, which will be used with 
the German convoi-plants (Itar II, Ems Iand, Npckarwesthefm 7). On the 



5| other hand the GRS STAR-GENERIS software system was further investigated 
with the Biblis Nuclear Power Plant. There will he three tasks: 
- Monitoring of the protection goal 'core cooling' (three mimic 

diagrams: systems overview, p-t diagram, bargraphs of various 
important parameters), 

- post trip analysis (reactor protection, power limitation, other 
controls effecting major system parts), 

- disturbance analysis (secondary system including steam generator and 
turbine). 

I he analysis programs comprise about 8000 nodes; they manage 2000 binary 
and 200 analog signals. The process computer Gould 3297 is already 
installed on site and linked to the input signals, the programs will be 
implemented by the end of June. Then intensive tests will be carried out 
in cooperation with the operating staff. 

In the Philippsbirg U Nuclear Power Plant the STAR-GENERIS software will 
find its first industrial application. Besides generating so-called status 
vectors for feeding the display systems, alarm analysis will be the main 
task. 1000 alarms from 5000 were chosen for alarm analysis. The analysis 
programa comprises 2500 nodes. For the total programa 25OO0 nodes are 
involved. A reduction factor of 80 X is expected with respect to the 
announciation flow. The software is implemented, at present qualification 
tests are performed. 

The main emphasis regarding further R&D work in the field of operator 
aids is placed upon expert systems. Work will begin with a two years 
project aiming at the development of a basic modul for a laboratory proto
type. 

The development of solid state protective systcis based upon magnetic 
core techniques have been brought to its end with the so-called Extended 
Dynamic Magnetic Core System. Besides various improvements on the com
ponent level the main advantage has to be seen in extending the system 
from the triggering and majority voting units towards the control 
actuators, so that signal treatment by means of relays can be avoided to 

a large extend. It can be concluded that these mature self-testing system 
will be used for protective purposes in the future, too. However, process 
computers and micro computers will be increasingly applied within the 
level below, the so-called limitation level, and for all types of opera
tional controls. In this context the GRS Core Surveillance and Control 
System has to be mentioned, the development of which is now finished. 
On site prototype investigations with BWRs ërt envisaged. 

For the future an inforced trend to developing new IK concept* based 
upon high-tec components has to be envisaged. These calls for preparatory 
work in the field of qualification. Partly old qualification methods have 
to be modified, partly new ones have to be developed. For economic reasons 
the qualification methods to be used have to be strongly linked to the 
actual needs; in order to avoid undue costs dedicated and better graduated 
requirements might be necessary. Qualification of highly integrated com
ponents and qualification of safety relevant software need special 
attention. 

In the following paragraphs some of the most important activities and 
projects are described in more detail. 

1) THE PROCESS IMfORHATIO, VSTEH (PRIWi.) 

The development of PRINS by KMU was pushed forward by two facts: 

1. According to KTA 3501 which was issued in March 1977 the Core Protec
tion System as part of the Reactor Protection System was tota My re
designed for the Grafenrheinfeld-PWR which was commissioned in 1982 
and which represents the safety important lie-Standard for the 
1400 MWe German convoy plants nowadays under construction. In contrast 
to the Reactor Trip System and 'he Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
System - the states of which are available to the operator on thr 
Reactor Protection Panel in the main control room - the messages and 
alarms of the highly complex four-times redundant Core Protection 



System are given up to now only via alara fasciae on the main control 
desk. It turns out that this visible surface of the Core Protection 
System is too small to inform the operator in sufficient detail on the 
status of this systeai. 

2. As a consequence of the TM1-2 accident Safety Parameter Display Systems 
(SPOS) Mere proposed in the US to overcoat the lack of relevant, appro
priately condensed information during the course of events, the symp-
toa-oriented approach in information presentation is to be judged as an 
essential part in a disturbance handling concept, in addition to the 
event-oriented approach so far described in the operating manuals. 
KMI decided to integrate the characteristics of SPDS into PR1NS. To 
this end, protection goals are defined as a subset of all information 
goals. (Tab. 1). 
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According to its different tasks PRINS was designed as a double redundant 
information processing system. Two processing computers of Gould-series 
32/8750 are working in parallel doing the same jobs, their input is provi
ded by four data acquisition computers of the Siemens-series SICOMP 70. In 

total about ?U00 analog signals and 14000 binary signals are scanned. Ihe 
scanning rates of the analog signals are adapted to those parts of their 
individual frequency spectra which are relevant to fulfill the predeter
mined goals. Scanning rates vary from 0.? Hi to 8 Hz. The coding of the 
analog values enables history-tracks over a time interval of about 10 h 
for all signals of the common ring memory, including results of models 
running on the processing computers. Their memories have the capacity of 
about 12 MB. The binary signals are scanned with 10 ms resolution. 

The 19 inch color monitors are supplied by special minicomputers contain
ing the Motorola 68020 which gets information from the processing compu
ters. The picture refresh rate is 72 Hz and the pixel number 480x640. The 
picture generation time lasts approximately 1 s for simple pictures and 
grows to about 3 s for highly complex pictures. In the control room panel 
eight (2x4) monitors are set-up into rows as close as possible. This 
information panel can be extended to IS (3x5) monitors. So, loss of a 
monitor is of minor Importance. This monitor group constitutes the main 
surface of PRINS, apart from two-times six monitors in the main control 
desk: one group of six for the reactor operator, the other group for the 
turbine operator. The total number of 30 monitors is reached by single 
monitors dedicated to individual systems or to the thift leaders desk. 

The scope of display formats includes mainly system overviews and dia
grams but also trend logs, bargraphs, logics and flow charts as well as 
alphanumeric information. 

The engineering and coding work for PRINS has already taken and will still 
take several hundred man-years. Simulator-based qualification and real 
plant operation will need further work and will contribute to the perfec
tion of PRINS which is designed also for backfitting of simplified ver
sions to plants already in operation. 

2) SIGNAL VALIDATION 

With the increased amount of primary process information fed to the 
control room and moreover the use of condensed presentation to the 
operator, on-line signal validation methods are necessary to ensure 



correct and reliable information on the process and systrn status. New 

procedures for signal validation start fro» a descriptive node) of 

the process, wherefrom the Measuring signals are taken. In contrast to 

simulation models which reflect the procès* dynamics a» precise as 

possible and therefore are mostly voluminous and complex, the models for 

signal validation are to describe the essentials of the processes and to 

consist of simple structures of low order, so that they can run real tine 

without too large computation effort. The set up of these simplified 

models requires good knowledge of the physical systems to be simulated. 

It can be assisted by procedures like the determination of unknown para

meters by means of parameter identification. 

The project carried out by GRS will begin this year. At first simulation 

models are to be investigated, which then will serve as reference for the 

qualification of the simplified models. As test example models of the 

steam generator and the pressuriser of a PWR plant are to be established. 

This choice takes care of the desirable improvement of the signal quality 

for the steam generator and pressuriier instrumentation. The models have 

to be set up in a way to be suitable for validation procedures (i.e. state 

presentation with differentiate functions). 

In parallel, the methods given in the literature have to be analyzed. The 

most suitable methods have to be applied to the models; test data are 

derived from the simulation models mentioned above. The functional tests 

to be performed will show the ability of fault detection, the ability to 

distinguish between process and measuring signal disturbances and the 

ability to locallie faulty measuring sensors. 

The techniques for signal validation are not yet Matured, therefore it is 

expected that further theoretical and practical development has to be done 

in order to achieve the necessary reliability for the application in 

nuclear power plants. From the results published so far it can be con

cluded, that certain techniques comprise weaknesses with respect to the 

safety against faulty reactions and with respect to the velocity of fault 

detection. The check out of these techniques by means of test examples 

will provide hints for the necessary improvements. 

Methods based on the various possibilities of deterministic or stochastic 

describable signal relationships show a possible solution of the problem 

When applying a combination of methods. It is hoped that they provide the 

detection of signal and process disturbances at an early stage and 

increased safety ayelnst faulty reactions. 

3) EXPtWT SYSTEMS 

This project has to be seen in the framework of GRS efforts to develop 

computer based aids for operators. It aims at functions which could not 

or only partly be realized by conventional methods. Furthermore a 

broadening of application to various types of Management tasks is 

envisaged. 

Within the project two Main areas have to be distinguished: Methods of 

computer science in order to realize the systems, inve«»Ration of the 

specific requirements and seeking for solutions with respect to the 

application to nuclear power plants. Both areas are interconnected, 

because on the one hand general information synthesis algorithms «re 

necessary, in order to cope with the complexity of the data, on the other 

hand the concrete data determine the result for the specific user group. 

Concerning the specific requirements and solutions for nuclear power 

plant application a concept will be set up comprising the following items 

- mode of plant status acquisition for the computer (autenized, dialog 

with the operators, continuously, on request), 

- methods for the acquisition and presentation of the limits of the 

system analytical and plant dynamical investigations used, 

- methods for the implementation of knowledge of the operator and, if 

required, of the vendor, 

- dialogue methods for the various Modes and aims of operator guidance. 

With respect to methods of computer science the following items have to 

be treated: 

- definition of suitable data structures for the storage of the plant 

dynamics, 



- classification of derivation rules in order to keep the results con

sistent and in time ("which rules are the best ones for a certain 

purpose'*), 

investigations with respect to the adequacy of modern languages for 

logic programing and analysis of specific computer hardware, 

set up of a system which can be filled with knowledge and influence 

rules successively. 

It is the goal of the project to clarify the methodological problems 

mentioned above and to set up the basic module of a laboratory version 

for an expert system. 

«> THE tHUMOtO DYhWeUC MAGNETIC COKE SYSTEM (tPH) 

CON was designed by M M as an improved extension of the Dynamic Magnetic 

Core System which has already been proven in a large number of protection 

systems. It is characterized by the dynamic mode of operation, the active 

failure response and extensive self-monitoring. 

The system operates with dynamic signals (pulse sequences) connected 

via magnetic cores. A continuous pulse sequence corresponds to the correct 

status of the system. Response to a triggering criterion interrupts the 

pulse sequence. Then a static signal is present. Component faults, 

open-circuits or short-circuits lead in most cases to an interruption in 

the pulse sequence. This reaction enables the self-monitoring of the 

system. 

EON is used in reactor protection systems for the generation of limit 

signals, for the logical evaluations and for logic operations fig. 1 shows 

a possible multi-channel design. The logic functions with special ANO-

and Oil-modules and the possibility to delay, to limit or to store the 

pulse sequences are new compared to the earlier Dynamic Magnetic Core 

System. These functions fill in the area which previously was covered by 

conventional components; consequently the amount of self checking com

ponents could be enlarged, which in turn led to considerable improve

ments in system availability. 
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FIG.1. Principle configuration of protection «yttem using RDM 

The process signals are supplied to the limit signal transmitter*, which 

are connected to the evaluation circuits. A clock system feeds pulse 

sequences to the limit signal transmitters and the trigger input of thp 

evaluation circuits. A pulse sequence appears at the output of the 

evaluation circuit as long as pulse sequences art present at least at 

two of the three signal inputs and at the trigger Input. The evaluated 

logic signals are then subjected to further logic operations, delayed, 

limited, stored etc. The linked logic signals are transferred to the 

control level via output modules (terminating elements). The terminating 

elements convert the pulse sequences into antivalent binary signals. This 

signals activate the safety features of the plant via the control level. 



g¡ 5) com suwvtuumct urn SPA M M CONTROL 

The principles of the Core Surveillance and Power Distribution Control 

Systea developed by CRS are shown in fig. ?. The scheme holds for PWR and 

BWR power plants, the single nodules however may have a different struc

ture according to the reactor type. 
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Principle of Core Surveillance and Power Distribution Control 

Central to the system is a fast core siauilator. The core simulator is 

coupled to the core instrumentation in order to continuously correct for 

snail, unavoidable deviations between actual and computed core state, 

which otherwise might accumulate in time. Ihe core simulator is assisted 

by so-called basic codes In an off-line mode. The basic codes arr corr 

layout programs which update the burn-up dependent model parameters of the 

core simulator in regular, long-term time intervals. In addition, thr 

basic codes may contain fuel failure models which can be used to compute 

burn-up dependent local constraints of the power densities for maximal 

fuel protection. The core states calculated by the core simulator (power, 

temperature, fission product and coolant density distributions) are eva

luated in en analysis module which computes safety-relevant characteristic 

values such as DN6R and hot channel factors. Core state and characteristic 

values are compared to given thresholds, at violation of the admissible 

operating region an alarm is issued via the communication system 

The core simulator itself is the basis for the power distribution (pel) 

rontrol. Ihe control's task is to keep the reactor power and the pd AS 

near as possible at given luad- and burn-up dependent set-points, and to 

inhibit spatial oscillations in a PWR. Furthermore, technical ,md safely 

re 11vant constraints have to be observed. In order to fulfill the requitf 

iitents of a long control horizon in the time region of a load cycle at 

comparatively short control intervals (minutes), the control has bpen 

split into two layers with different tasks. The superior layer predicts 

off-line an optimal control strategy for the total control horizon; thp 

on-line control layer attempts to realize these strategies considering UIP 

actual core state, which in general will differ from the predicted on». 

The information generated by core simulator and pd-control is directed to 

a communication system which also allows interactive input of set-points 

and choice of information to be displayed. An information system inteqra-

ted in the control room may be used instead. 

So lar, all modules of the core surveillance system have been realized and 

are undergoing a final test phase. The core models developed for BWR and 

PWR show good agreement with core design codes and fast run-times on pro

cess computers. Thus, the control fulfills the requirements posed by on

line operation. Summarizing, the core surveillance system has reached thp 

state of a prototype system which can be tested in the power plant Ihp 

obtained simulation results indicate the potential of the core surveil-



lane* to significantly contribuí» to safety, availabi>'ty and economy of 
plant operation. 

*> tmcuMt »uiw mw.m* iw»> 

The thrust of recently initiated projects to develop plant analyzers in 
the US and in France is in providing easy-to-use, cheap and reliable 
tools for fast analysis of nuclear power plant transients as well as 
loss-of-coolant accidents. The NTA's are based on advanced safety 
analysis codes, operating in an on-line environnent supplied with com
puter-graphic input/output facilities. The scope of the NPA extends well 
beyond that of training simulators and Includes topics such as safety 
studies, development and verification of operator aids and operating 
procedures, fast and reliable analysis of experienced disturbances and 
incidents, or detailed design studies for control system improvement. The 
envisaged German effort toward development of a simulator for analysis 
gains further actuality with respect to investigating the trend to 
unburden the safety system by assigning subordinate tasks to limiting 
systems. Therefore, those systems will be modelled in great detail. 

The project has been started in 1984. A first specification phase has 
been concluded. The simulator distinguishes between process- and balance 
of piant (BOP)-models. For process modelling, two alternative best 
estimate codes (IRAC-Pfl and the GRS-Systems-Code) will be available. The 
BOP-modeIs are developed by the partner in this project, the Kraftwerk 
Union (KWU) and attached to the process model by an appropriate data 
interface. Process- and BOP-models are driven interactively by a 
monitoring program, which also performs the grafic input/output and 
initiates malfunctions. The r.onitor may run either on the main frame or 
on a grafic workstation. For all grafic software the GKS (Grafic Kernel 
System) norm will be observed to guarantee portability on different types 
of workstations or grafic displays. Up to date, a first monitor version 
has been developed which enables interactive input to process and 
80P-models to activate malfunctions and to control the run (e.g., (start, 
stop, free7e)). On the models side, input by the monitor is evaluated and 

the functions art executed. Work is in progress to develop the grafics 
interface, the grafics software, connect BOP-models to the systems code, 
and further improve the handling of the simulator. The prototype system 
is expected to be completed by end of 1987. 

7) QUALIFICATION 

The new components available ( g. programmable, highly integrated) 
enable a larger variety of problem solutions in IAC than ever before. 
Hence, in conjunction with the a priori different qualification tools, 
it is necessary to develop qualification procedures which in many 
instances will certainly be deviating from the existing ones. More 
important than ever before is the safety relevant and economical opt imi
tation of the qualification processes, i.e. focussing the qualification 
to the safety needs. In order to achieve this it is also pertinent to 
provide l&C-system concepts and designs which support and facilitate the 
qualification procedures. This year GRS will begin a project which is 

meant to solve at least part of the problems emerging from the situation 
briefly described above. 

a ) Analysis and evaluation of existing qualification methods and tool s 

Besides the analysis of methods and tools used in other field-, of appli
cation it will be investigated to what extent qualification methods used 
in traditional IAC-systems so far can be transferred. The analysis and 
evaluation has to be performed with reference to the assessment of 

the required function, 
the absence of inadmissible functions, 
sufficient possibilities to detect faults and failures, 
sufficient means against fault propagation and sufficient I .mil tole
rance, 

- sufficient possibilities to consider aging effects (for hardware only) 

°) finding of presently not fully covered assessment 

It will be investigated to whnt extent available me I. hods and tools rannol 
at all, nr incompletely achieve the necessary assessment qua Is or rause 



undue expenses. It will be tried to find alternative methods and to 

isolate the basic problems involved. 

c) Bas It concept for qualification 

taking into account the available methods and tools and the realization 

possibilities of compl imentary procedures, a basic concept for the 

qualification will be worked out. This will be assisted by the definition 

of safety classes associated with the safety requirements, then the 

methods and tools can be adapted to the relevant safety level. 

d) Requirements and methods for the establishment and maintenance 

of qualified software and hardware 

Requirements and methods for the design of safety relevant l4C-systems 

have to be specified in order to make the qualification and quality 

assurance of hardware and software applicable and effective. This 

concerns 

specification methods, 

design methods, 

hardware structures, 

program codes (programming guidelines). 

In many cases qualification methods and tools are effectively applicable 

only, if certain provisions and conditions are met wi.h'ii planning, 

development, application and use of software and hardware. These con

ditions, i.e. the requirements and methods, have to be specified. 

A R G E N T I N A S N A T I O N A L R E P O R T 

O N N U C L E A R POWER P L A N T C O N T R O L 

A N D I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N 

J L O R E N Z K T T I 

Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica, 

Rueños Aires, Argentina 

During the last two years Control and Instrumentation activit ies 
have been devoted on différents Items. 

1 . - Embalse and Atuchi 1 Power PUnt Operation Support. 

2 . - Atucha I I design engineering. 

3 . - Resech and development. 

1 . - Embalse and Atucha I Power plant Operation Support. 

Embalse power plant ere 1n the f i rs t stage of their operation. During 
this time spetlal care has been taken to analyze the different 
operational plant transients and follow the long term operation. 

As a result of that analysis some changes and tunning In control 
algorithmic and validation of simulation programs have been made. 

One of the carácter!sties of the Embalse Power Plant Is that the main 
control loops ere Implemented 1n a computer system. 

Our regulatory authority was afraid that, using the versati l i ty of 
computers, could be made some changes 1n software that could affect the 
over al l plant control, degrading the system. 

In order to prevent that from happening we has defined a procedure tnat 
assures an analysis by two different groups when a change in the software 
Is decided. 

Some small changes related to the languaje employed In the annunciation 
system have been made under such a procedure and the changes In the 
control Indicated In the above parragraph. 

Because of the grid configuration, grid disturbances In Embalse ère 
frequent. Some studies are now made In order to guarantle that power 
plant will remain In operation with different disturbances In the grid. 

Together with the Power Distribution Center we »re making simulations to 
know the response on strong transients in the grid. 


